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From the #1 bestselling author of The Fault in Our StarsMichael L. Printz Honor BookLos Angeles

Times Book Prize FinalistWhen it comes to relationships, Colin Singletonâ€™s type is girls named

Katherine. And when it comes to girls named Katherine, Colin is always getting dumped. Nineteen

times, to be exact. On a road trip miles from home, this anagram-happy, washed-up child prodigy

has ten thousand dollars in his pocket, a bloodthirsty feral hog on his trail, and an overweight, Judge

Judyâ€“loving best friend riding shotgunâ€”but no Katherines. Colin is on a mission to prove The

Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which he hopes will predict the future of any

relationship, avenge Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the girl. Love, friendship, and a dead

Austro-Hungarian archduke add up to surprising and heart-changing conclusions in this ingeniously

layered comic novel about reinventing oneself.Â 
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Since I've always been a fan of Young Adult and Juvenile books--love to read them, love to write

them--I just had to see what all the fuss was about with author John Green's coming-of-age novel.

What sets it apart from others in the genre?I started reading and quickly found out: it's an original

concept, a laugh-out-loud funny story, complete with satire and an American road trip that's unlike



any road trip I ever took. I'm enamored with this book and Green's main character, Colin Singleton,

a loner with a quirky fascination for anagrams, math and odd facts. His main problem is that he has

a hard time making friends, but NO problem with finding girlfriends.But keeping them is another

story!At the end of his senior year of high school, "Katherine the Nineteenth" dumps him ... only the

latest in a chain of rejections. As a result, he becomes indecisive about his future and begins to

question his identity, his future.What is Colin's problem? Why can't he keep his friends? When his

friend Hassan suggests a road trip, what happens when the boys take off? What does a cemetery in

the middle of rural Tennessee have to do with him? And who's Archduke Franz Ferdinand? Will

Colin and Hassan fulfill Colin's quest to understand why he is always being dumped by his

girlfriends?Since Colin is a fading prodigy whose hobbies include making anagrams, memorizing

odd historical facts, mathematical equations, and dating girls named Katherine, what mathematical

equation does he formulate to explain why so many dump him? And just how many Katherines

make an "abundance?"You're invited on Colin's journey to find the answers to all those questions,

but I can tell you one thing without spoiling the plot: you're in for one hilarious road trip!

Picture this: You used to be a childhood prodigy. Member of an academic game team. You excelled

in school. You were special. You met a girl named Katherine and the two of you started dating.Then

she dumps you.Then eighteen more girls named Katherine dump you.Suddenly, you're a teenager

with no claim to fame except for your former status as a prodigy. No new ideas. No girl. No plans for

the summer excepting wasting away in your room and moping.This is not your life. But it is Colin

Singleton's life immediately after his graduation from high school.Given Colin's history with girls, you

might not be surprised that John Green chose to name his second novel An Abundance of

Katherines--a title that proves itself even more apt as the novel progresses.After sulking for several

days after being dumped (again), Colin is dragged out of his room by Hasan, his best friend. Hassan

is confident that the only cure for Colin's depression is a road trip. So Colin and his

Judge-Judy-loving, overweight, Muslim pal head off for the great beyond that is the United States

between the coasts. Their road trip stops in Gutshot, Tennessee. But the adventures don't. Hired by

a local bigwig to compile an oral history of Gutshot, Colin and Hassan find themselves staying with

Hollis and her daughter, Lindsey. It is in Gutshot that Colin finally has what he has always wanted, a

truly original idea. Thus, Colin begins to create a theorem of love in his attempt to understand his

own rocky love life.Most of my friends who have read this book and Green's first novel Looking for

Alaska agree that his second novel is not as compelling a read. Having only read "Katherines," I

cannot make a judgment one way or the other.



An Abundance of Katherines is about many things: Heartbreak. Friends. Family. Math. Most

importantly, it is about a young man who takes a road trip to find himself. The literal journey works

well for the metaphorical one, of course, and is a familiar storytelling device. Author John Green has

made it his own - or rather, Colin's own.Colin Singleton used to be a prodigy. Used to be, because

now he's a recent high school graduate, and what means "gifted prodigy" at age 2 means simply

"smart" at age 18. Not only that, but his girlfriend Katherine just dumped him. In his lifetime, Colin

has dated 19 girls named Katherine - never Kathy, never Catherine, always Katherine - and been

dumped by every single one.Stuck in that between-time, between boy and man, between high

school and college, and positively heartbroken, he goes on a road trip with his best (and only)

friend, the blunt and unabashed Hassan. They end up in Carver County, Tennessee, in a little place

called Gutshot. There, they meet a kind girl named Lindsey Lee Wells, and her mother, who opens

her home to the two boys.Colin wants to have a Eureka moment, to make an amazing discovery.

He also wants something more personal: to matter. When he vocalizes this, things change for him.

He changes. This means that when his Eureka moment does occur, it signifies something other

than what he predicted. And that's a good thing.The same can be said for this book. The book

jacket summary and title may make readers initially assume that the story will detail each of Colin's

relationships in turn. Instead, they are anecdotes that he shares, stories that he tells, memories that

he has. They don't fuel the story; they fuel the character.
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